The Discrimination Landscape in the Academy

Co-Presenters:

Laura Todd Johnson  
*University Attorney, UA Office of the General Counsel*

Mary Beth Tucker  
*Director, UA Office of Institutional Equity*

**Time:** 3:30 PM, Fri., Nov. 18th, 2011  
**Location:** La Aldea Community Room, 825 E. 5th St., Tucson, AZ 85719

Come learn about discrimination issues in the context of higher education. The workshop will address timely issues and your burning questions, such as:

- Identifying what discrimination is and what it can look like
- Responding effectively to complaints of discrimination
- Taking a leadership role in prevention efforts on campus
- Looking at practical solutions for real-life scenarios

**Food will be served!**

Questions? Contact: Shijie Feng <sfeng@email.arizona.edu>. 